25TH ANNUAL DAVID C. BICKER ETHICS CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
February 9, 2012
Ethics in Communication Praxis

8:15 Breakfast and Welcome UTCC
Bala Musa, Chair, Department of Communication Studies
David Weeks, Dean, College of Liberal Arts & Sciences
Mark Stanton, Provost
David C. Bicker-Remarks and Award Winner Presentation
Ethics Award Recipient

9:00 Keynote UTCC
Introduction-Starla Anderson J.D.
Angela Brenton, Ph.D.
“The Wound that Wants to Be Whole: A Call to Forgiveness”

10:15 Break

10:30-11:45 Plenary Session One

PANEL 1 North UTCC
*Authenticity and Public Relations - Wendi Dykes Moderator
Josh Hulkkonen, Stacie Homeyer, Grace Hinajon, Jillian Joyce, Carrie Kunzmann,
Melanie Vogel, Amanda Wilson

PANEL 2 PDR
*Narrative Research in Communication Studies- Marcia Berry & Lisa Gates Moderators
Katherine J. Duffy ‘Toward an Ethic of Care: An Autoethnographic Exploration of the
Ethics of Communication in the Midst of a Mother’s Cancer Diagnosis’
Brittany Taylor ‘("I-Thou"): A Narrative Account of Falling in Love with Russian Youth and
Orphans’
Adrienne Graham ‘Learning to (Not) Speak Karen: A Narrative Account of Nonverbal
Dialogic Praxis in Thailand’

PANEL 3 RONALD 139
*Religious Communication- Ray McCormick Moderator
Steven Wentland ‘Wisdom of Ethics and Religious Communication’
Ryan Hartwig ‘God: The Team Member that Trumps all Others?’
Ryan Gillespie ‘Action Requires Faith: Absolutism, Relativism and Uncertainty in Ethics’

PANEL 4 WILDEN PUMP ROOM
* Media Law and Ethics- Bala Musa Moderator
Jaclyn Spencer ‘The Media and Privacy for Celebrities’
Crystal Munoz ‘The Right to Privacy and Social Networking Sites’
Erica Redmond ‘Drawing the Line: Violence, Indecent Language and Sexually Explicit
Media Content’
Karina Pineda ‘Obscenity and Indecency in Media: Issues, Trends and Consequences’
Christopher Adams ‘Censoring Indecency in the Media: The Free Speech Debate’
11:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Noon Lunch for Invited and Paying Guests  
LAPC  
  Prayer - Pastor Phil Reed  
  Special 25th Annual Ethics Conference Presentation - Wendi Dykes & Starla Anderson  
  Madeleine Woodward - Azusa Pacific Forensics Presentation

1:30-2:45  
**Plenary Session Two**

Panels:

**Panel 1**  
MULTIMEDIA 4  
*Ethics in Journalism Education and Government- Jim Willis Moderator  
  Stephanie Bluestein ‘Acting Ethically: The Need for Media Ethics Training for Student Journalists’  
  Tim Posada ‘From Theory to (Web) Page: Visual Ethics in Journalistic Design’  
  Kaila Ward ‘Constitutional Progression of Freedom of the Press’

**Panel 2**  
WILDEN 228  
* Ethical Issues in Organizational Communication- Ryan Hartwig Moderator  
  Kylie Watson & Kelli Rust ‘The Conversation of Coffee’  
  Carrie Kunzmann & Alexis Kupratis ‘A Style of Pastoral Leadership’  

**Panel 3**  
PDR  
*Women in Communication- Brooke Van Dam & Matt Atha Moderators  
  Karen Lang ‘Credit Where It’s Due: Considering the Ways We Do and Don’t Talk About Feminism’  
  Tim Muehlhoff & Dorothy Calley ‘Ethical Considerations of Speaking for the Marginalized’  
  Lisa Gates & Kaitlin Brooks ‘Fractured Women’s Bodies: A Narrative Consideration of Praxis in Gilligan’s “Care Ethics” and the Christian Ethic of “Dying to Self”’

2:45 PM  
**Break**

3:00 PM  
**Career Panel**  
PDR  
Sponsored by Lambda Pi Eta  
Ben Ritter, John Stott Ministries  
Shannon Barnes, The Edge Group  
Peter Osuna, RipCurl  
Jamie Eriksen, SEMA

4:00 PM  
**Break**

6:30 PM  
**A Night of Entertainment and Comedy Event ($5)**  
MUNSON CHAPEL  
Brooke Van Dam  
Aaron Encinas  
Hip-Hop Dance Team  
Chris Voth  
Tony Hale